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Abstract

This paper focuses on whether monetary policy has asymmetric effects.  By building on the Markov
switching model introduced by Hamilton (1989), we examine questions like:  Does monetary policy have
the same effect regardless of the current phase of economic fluctuations?  Given that the economy is
currently in a recession, does a fall in interest rates increase the probability of an expansion?  Does
monetary policy have an incremental effect on the growth rate within a given state, or does it only affect the
economy if it is sufficiently strong to induce a state change (e.g., from recession to expansion)?  We find
economically and statistically significant evidence of asymmetry.  As suggested by models with sticky prices
or finance constraints, interest rate changes have larger effects during recessions.  Interest rates also have
substantial effects on the probability of a state switch.
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     There are other types of models in which asymmetries arise, such as the broad class of aggregate1

models with multiple equilibria.  If one thinks of good equilibria as corresponding to expansions and bad
equilibria to recessions, our empirical results provide evidence on whether changes in interest rates:  1)
affect the economy within a given equilibrium; and/or 2) move the economy from one equilibrium to the
other.  In a different approach, Auger and Beaudry (1994) present a model where technology (U-
shaped cost curves) and market structure (imperfect competition) lead monetary shocks to have
asymmetric effects.

"Much of the recent work [in macroeconomics] has proceeded ... under the assumption
that variables follow linear stochastic processes with constant coefficients. ...[As a result] some of
the richness of the Burns-Mitchell analysis, such as its focus on asymmetries between recessions
and expansions ... may well have been lost."  (Blanchard and Fischer (1989), p. 7.)

1.  Introduction

For decades macroeconomists have debated whether monetary policy has the same effect on real

ouput in expansions and recessions.  As far back as the 1930's, Keynes and Pigou debated whether

monetary policy would have less effect on output during a severe economic downturn.  In the 1960's, there

were active debates on a very different proposition, namely whether the rightward portion of the aggregate

supply curve was vertical, so that monetary policy would have less effect on real output during expansions.

In this paper, we provide a new type of evidence on whether monetary policy has different effects

depending on whether the economy is in an expansion or recession.

Empirical evidence on this issue is particularly relevant in light of new theoretical work in

macroeconomics which predicts asymmetric effects of demand shocks conditional on the state of the

economy.  Two examples of this work are S-s-type models of price adjustment and models in which there

are agency costs of financial intermediation.1
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     Bernanke and Gertler (1989) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1993) outline models in which agency2

costs (or finance constraints) affect aggregate output.  See also the survey by Gertler (1988).

     Lamont (1993) discusses debt overhang, a related potential source of asymmetry:  in expansions,3

debt overhang will not bind because the returns from investing are high, but it will bind if the economy is
stagnant.  Debt overhang is defined as occurring "when existing debt deters new investment because the
benefits from new investment will go to the existing creditors, not to the new investors."

The intuition for the latter class of model is simple.   When there is information asymmetry in2

financial markets, agents may behave as if they were constrained.  For a variety of reasons, these finance

constraints are more likely to bind during recessions when the net worth of agents is low.  An increase in

interest rates will then have two effects on investment:  the standard effect of increasing the cost of capital

and therefore reducing investment demand and an additional effect of reducing liquidity (e.g., by increasing

debt service obligations) and thus reducing investment demand for constrained agents.  As a result,

monetary policy actions which change interest rates will have greater effects during a recession.   The S-s-3

type price adjustment models of Ball and Mankiw (1994), Caballero and Engel (1992), and Tsiddon

(1991) lead to a convex aggregate supply curve and therefore also imply that monetary policy will have

stronger effects during recessions.

 One of the more frequently cited empirical papers on the potentially asymmetric effects of

monetary policy is Cover (1992), which finds evidence that positive monetary shocks have different effects

from negative monetary shocks.  We are looking at a different type of asymmetry - namely between booms

and recessions.  Some people tend to conflate the two types of asymmetries, thinking that monetary policy

is typically stimulative during recessions and contractionary during booms, so that one can make inferences

about the asymmetry between booms and recessions based on the asymmetry between stimulative and

contractionary monetary policy and vice versa.  This loose line of reasoning can be misleading.
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The simplest way to see the link between the two types of asymmetries is to think in terms of a

diagram with four quadrants based on whether output growth is positive or negative and whether monetary

policy is stimulative or contractionary.  Within each quadrant, one could examine the link between monetary

policy and output growth by drawing a regression line through the points representing combinations of

output growth and monetary policy.  If the slopes were more negative in the quadrants below the horizontal

axis than in those above the axis, that would say that monetary policy had a stronger effect on output in

recessions than in booms (as implied, for example, by models with agency costs of financial intermediation).

If the slopes were more negative in the quadrants to the right of the vertical axis (i.e., to the right of zero

change in the interest rate) than in those to the left of the axis, that would say that contractionary monetary

policy has a stronger effect than stimulative monetary policy (as implied by some sticky-price models).

Depending on the slopes in each of the four quadrants, both types of asymmetries could be present in the

data.

Figure 1 plots the quarterly growth rate of industrial production against the quarter-to-quarter

change in the Fed Funds rate two quarters earlier (for the period 1955:2 to 1993:1).  Regression slopes

are drawn for each quadrant.  The slopes for the periods when output is falling (the two quadrants below

the horizontal axis) are visibly more negative than the slopes for periods when output is growing.  This is

suggestive of a stonger effect of monetary policy during recessions, the type of asymmetry which we

explore in this paper.  The slopes are also consistent with Cover's result:  contractionary monetary policy

appears to have a stronger negative effect on output than expansionary policy.  Of course, Figure 1 is only

a scatterplot; a more sophisticated analysis of the data is in order.

We study asymmetries using an extension of the Markov switching model developed by Hamilton
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     See Diebold, Lee, and Weinbach (1993) on the econometrics of variable transition probabililties. 4

Filardo (1994) estimates a specification in which variable transition probabilities influence business cycle
dating.

(1989), estimated over the period 1955-93.  In Hamilton's econometric specification, the growth rate of

output depends on a state variable which corresponds to an expansion or recession.  This approach has

several advantages.  First, unlike linear projections, it allows for non-linearities and asymmetries.  Second,

in estimating the recession coefficients, it gives greater relative weight to observations which most clearly

correspond to recessions (and similarly for the expansion coefficients).  Third, the Hamilton algorithm

determines the optimal recession dating based on the data.

We extend the Hamilton (1989) Markov switching model in two directions.  First, we allow

monetary policy to affect the growth rate of output.  Second, we allow the probability of moving from one

state to another (e.g. from an expension to a recession) to depend on monetary policy.4

By building on the basic Markov switching model introduced by Hamilton, we can examine

questions like the following:  Does monetary policy have the same effect regardless of the current phase

of economic fluctuations?  Given that the economy is currently in a recession, does a fall in interest rates

increase the probability of an expension?  Does monetary policy have an incremental effect on the growth

rate within a given state, or does it only affect the economy if it is sufficiently strong to induce a state change

(e.g., from recession to expansion)?  

We also employ a simple alternative to the Hamilton (1989) specification, namely linear regressions

with an indicator variable for expansion periods based on the NBER business cycle dating.  In practice,

the main conclusions are the same for specifications based both on Hamilton (1989) and on the NBER
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     On this point, see also Cook and Hahn (1989).5

     They also find that the converse is true, namely that increases in the Fed Funds rate after the6

cyclical trough are the result of deliberate policy action.

dates, as well as an intermediate approach based on Hamilton (1991).

An important issue is how to measure the stance of monetary policy.  For several reasons, we

emphasize changes in the Fed Funds rate.  For most of the past half century, the Fed Funds rate has been

the main instrument of monetary policy.  Even in periods when the Fed Funds rate was not the immediate

instrument of monetary policy, such as 1979-82, the Fed considered changes in interest rates when

deciding on policy.  Bernanke and Blinder (1992) demonstrate that the Fed is able to determine the Fed

Funds rate in the short run.   Romer and Romer (1994) find that the Fed usually "responds to weakness5

in the economy quite rapidly," the Fed Funds rate typically declines after output reaches its peak, and the

decline in the rate is usually the result of deliberate policy action.   All of these points suggest that changes6

in the Fed Funds rate should be a good measure of monetary policy.

Of course, interest rates are partly endogenous.  We therefore consider several alternative

measures of monetary policy, based on innovations to VAR systems.  The main conclusions are not

sensitive to how we measure monetary policy.

Our empirical approach is open-ended and could lead to a variety of possible results: evidence that

monetary policy has little effect on real output during expansions, during recessions, or at any time -- or

evidence that monetary policy has similarly strong effects in both expansions and recessions.  In fact, we

find that changes in the Fed Funds rate have a statistically significant and economically important effect on

real output growth during both expansions and recessions.
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The effect of monetary policy does not appear to be the same in expansions and recessions,

however.  We find that interest rate changes have a stronger effect on output growth during recessions than

during expansions.  In a statistical sense, we reject the null hypothesis of symmetry at the .0001 level in

many of the specifications.  In an economic sense, the differences are large; in a typical specification, the

effect of interest rate changes on the growth rate of output is two to three times larger in recessions than

expansions.

We also make a start on answering the question of whether changes in interest rates have an

incremental effect on output growth or whether they only bite when they are sufficiently large to push the

economy from one state to another.  We find incremental effects on output growth in both expansions and

recessions.  We also find that changes in interest rates have a substantial effect on the probability of state

switches.  For example, we find that successive reductions in the Fed Funds rate increase the probability

of going from a recession to an expansion from .10 to about .26.

Section 2 of the paper explains the Markov switching model and examines the effect of interest

rates on output growth.  In order to address the potential endogeneity of interest rate changes, in Section

3 we test whether monetary policy shocks, as measured by innovations from a VAR, have asymmetric

effects on output growth.  Section 4 focuses on whether changes in interest rates affect the probability of

moving between expansions and recessions.  Section 5 concludes.

2.  Interest Rates and Output Growth

A.  The Markov Switching Model
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     For a survey of alternative techniques for dating business cycles, see Boldin (1993).7

     Outside the U.S. (e.g., in Canada), there is frequently no widely-recognized counterpart to the8

NBER business cycle dating.  For researchers in these countries, a potential advantage of the Markov
switching model is that it allows the data to generate a state variable for expansions and recessions. 

As the deliberations of the NBER committee illustrate, considerable judgement can be involved in

determining business cycle dating.   The Markov switching model explicitly takes into account the7

probabilistic nature of these judgements by treating the state of the economy (expansion/recession) as an

unobserved latent variable.   For example, the Hamilton (1989) model is:  8

(1)

where S  is the state variable, y  is the growth rate of output, and e  is distributed N(0,1).  The Markovt t t

switching model assigns a probability that any given observation comes from the expansion state.  This

means that the model has a Weighted Least Squares interpretation, where the probabilities are used as the

weights.

The Markovian nature of the model comes from the discrete-time, discrete-state Markov process

assumed for the variable representing the state of the economy. This stochastic process is characterized

by a transition probability matrix which can be written as:

(2)
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     The maximization algorithm for the specification (1)-(5) is described in detail in Hamilton (1989).9

where:

(3)

In words, this says that p  is the probability of going from state 1 to state 0 (i.e., from expansion to10

recession).  Initially, we will assume that these transition probabilities are constant over time and take the

following logit form:  

(4)

(5)

Later, we will relax the assumption of constant transition probabilities in order to examine how changes in

interest rates affect the probability of a recession.9

Table 1 compares the Markov switching model with a linear AR(4) specification of output growth,

based on industrial production growth for the U.S. from 1947 to 1993.  The parameters ?  and ?0p 0q

determine the transition probabilities through the logistic distribution function in (4) and (5).  The parameters

f , f , f , and f  capture the autoregressive component of output growth.1 2 3 4

As a by-product of both algorithms, we also obtain a sequence of joint conditional probabilities

P(S =i,...,S =j|F ), which are the probabilities that the series is in state i or j (i,j=0,1) at times t, t-1, untilt t-r t

t-r respectively, conditional upon the information available at time t. By summing these joint probabilities,

as shown in (6) below, one can obtain the so-called filter probabilities, which are the probabilities of being



St'j*F t) ' j
1

i'0
...j

1

k'0
p(St' j,St&1' i,...,St&r'k*F t) j,i,...,k'0

9

     The asymptotic distributions of likelihood ratio, Lagrange multiplier and Wald tests are non-10

standard because the transition probabilities are not identified under the null hypothesis of no switching. 
The critical values in the text are based on Garcia (1992a), who shows how Hansen's (1992,1993)
method for calculating the non-standard asymptotic distribution can be applied to the problem of testing
for Markov switching by treating the transition probabilities as nuisance parameters.  Garcia (1992b)
finds that the critical values for the AR(4) specification are virtually identical to the values quoted in the
text.

     Garcia (1992b) and Hansen (1992) show that the GNP data in Hamilton (1989) fail to reject the11

null hypothesis of no switching.  Our stronger finding is due to the use of data on industrial production.

in state 0 or 1 at time t, given the information available at time t.  They are given by:

(6)

The filter probabilities provide information about the regime in which the series is most likely to have been

at every point in the sample.  They are therefore very useful for dating switches.

In practice, Hamilton (1989) finds that estimates of the Markov switching model on U.S. data tend

to yield business cycle dating which is quite similar to the NBER dating.  We obtain a similar result for

monthly growth in industrial production, as illustrated in Figure 1, which graphs the probability that a given

month is in the expansion state, based on the Markov switching model described above.  Shaded areas

mark NBER recessions.

In our sample, the data strongly reject the linear model in favour of the Markov switching model.

The likelihood ratio statistic for the monthly data in Table 1 is 49.4 compared with .05 and .01 critical

values of 10.34 and 13.81, respectively.   The likelihood ratio statistic for the same specifications10

estimated on quarterly data (also presented in Table 1) is 60.7, again implying strong rejection of the linear

model.11
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     See Boldin (1994) for another approach.12

     This estimation period was based on data availability; our data sources did not provide the Fed13

Funds rate before 1955.

B.  Conditioning on the State at the Time of the Shocks

Do changes in interest rates have the same sort of effects regardless of the current state of the

economy?  To address this question, we extend (1) to allow interest rates to influence the growth rate of

output:

(7)

where X  is the interest rate in period t-r.t-r
12

The first column of Table 2 presents estimates of the effect of changes in the Fed Funds rate on the

quarterly growth rate of industrial production for 1955:02-1993:01.  (We discuss columns two and three13

of Table 2 in the next sub-section.)  It may be helpful to provide some interpretation of the various

coefficient estimates.  In the first column, the quarterly growth rate in an expansion (evaluated at X =...=Xt-1 t-

=0) is equal to a +a , which is estimated as about 1.0%.  In a recession, it is a , which is estimated asr 0 1 0

about -5.6%.  These estimates clearly correspond to expansions as periods when output grows and

recessions as periods of output decline.

The coefficients labelled ß  can be interpreted as the effect on current output growth of a oneiq

percentage point increase in the Fed Funds rate at t-i if the economy was in a recession at the time of the
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     The figure also shows a brief rise in growth rate relative to the average growth rate in a recession. 14

Although some conventional VAR studies find a similar initial increase (e.g., Sims (1992), Figure 10),
we do not emphasize this result because it does not seem to be robust; see, for example, the estimate of
ß  in columns 2 and 3 of Table 2.1q

increase.  The coefficients ß +ß  have a comparable interpretation for the periods when the economy wasiq ip

in an expansion.

The coefficients show that an increase in the Fed Funds rate lowers output.  This is true both if the

economy was in a recession and if the economy was in an expansion at the time interest rates were raised.

The effects are statistically strong.  The null hypothesis that all of the ß  are zero is rejected at the .0001iq

level.  The p-value for the expansion coefficients (ß +ß ) is .0005.iq ip

Our focus is on asymmetry between recessions and expansions.  The null hypothesis of symmetry

can be expressed as ß =ß +ß  for i=1,2,3,4.  The data show strong evidence of asymmetry:  the p-valueiq iq ip

for the null hypothesis is less than .0001.

The coefficients suggest that changes in interest rates have a stronger effect when the economy is

in a recession.  This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the effect of a one-standard deviation increase

in the Fed Funds rate at t=0 on the growth rate.  In a recession, the average growth rate is lower than in

an expansion, so at t=0 (before the increase in the Fed Funds rate affects output growth) there is a

difference in growth rate between the two states.  The figure traces out the effect of higher interest rates

on output growth, based on our coefficient estimates.  The most notable feature of the figure is the sharper

drop in the growth rate in a recession than in an expansion.14

C.  Robustness to Recession Classification
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     For example, the filter probabilities from the specification in the first column of Table 2 put15

relatively heavy weight on periods of sharp output decline in the 1950's and 1970's, since the filter
probability for a recession is close to 0 for most of the sample period except for the late 1950's and
1973-74 (when it is close to 1) and the early 1960's, 1980, 1982, and 1990 (when it moves away from
0, but in some cases only slightly).

     ?  is also considerably larger, implying a greater probability of remaining in a recession.16
0q

Since the Markov switching model can yield a different dating for recessions than the conventional

NBER dating, a useful question is whether the results in the first column of Table 2 are robust to different

specifications of the state variable.   We use two techniques to check this point.  First, we use a15

modification of the Markov switching specification proposed by Hamilton (1991) which moves the average

output decline during a recession (as captured by a ) close to that for traditional NBER dating.  Second,0

we directly use the NBER dates, rather than treating S  as an unobserved latent variable.t

Estimates based on the Hamilton (1991) technique are presented in the second column of Table

2.  The absolute value of a  is smaller than in Table 2, reflecting the fact that we are now classifying milder0

declines in output as recessions.   The estimates of ß  and ß +ß  show that an increase in interest rates16
iq iq ip

reduces output growth in both recessions and expansions.  The effects, however, are much larger during

recessions than during expansions; in fact, ß <ß +ß  for all i.iq iq ip

Estimates based on the assumption that S  is observable and corresponds to the NBER dates aret

presented in the third column of Table 2.  Again, there is evidence that an increase in interest rates reduces

output in both expansions and recessions.  As in the first and second columns, the magnitude of the effect

is larger in recessions than expansions.  In fact, the effect during expansions shows up only weakly in the

third column.

We have also checked the robustness of our results to the choice of sample period and interest
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     We estimated the model over the subperiod 1965-1993.  In addition, we extended the sample17

period to 1947-1993 by replacing the Fed Funds rate with the T-Bill rate.  We also re-estimated the
specification in Table 2 for the 1955-1993 period using the T-Bill rate.

rate.   In both cases, the results are similar to those in Table 2.  An increase in interest rates lowers the17

output growth rate in both expansions and recessions.  As in Table 2, this is a statistically strong result.

Also as in Table 2, the drop in output growth is substantially larger if the economy is in a recession at the

time interest rates rise.

D.  Conditioning on the Current State

There is another way of looking at asymmetries between recessions and expansions, based on

whether there are different effects depending on the current state of the economy, rather than the state of

the economy at the time the policy action was taken.  The following specification addresses the question:

if interest rates rise in period t-s, does the effect in period t depend on whether the economy is in a

recession or an expansion in period t?

(8)

Results for this specification are reported in Table 3.  As in the previous tables in this section, there

is strong evidence that increases in interest rates lead to a reduction in output in both recessions and

expansions.  As before, the effects are statistically strong.  The p-value for the hypothesis that all ß =0 isiq

less than .0001; for the ß +ß =0, the p-value is .0003.iq ip
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     To examine the robustness of these results, we estimated a specification with the T-bill rate and18

obtained results similar to those in Table 5.  In particular, the hypothesis of symmetry between
recessions and expansions is rejected at a marginal significance level of .0001.

The data again provide strong evidence of asymmetry.  The null hypothesis that ß =ß +ß  isiq iq ip

rejected with a p-value of less than .0001.   The coefficients suggest a much stronger effect when the18

economy is in a recession.  The sharp difference in the effects of policy tightening is illustrated in Figure 3,

where the fall in output growth is much more dramatic when the economy is in a recession than when it is

in  an expansion.

E.  Higher-Frequency Dynamics

As Table 4 shows, many of the patterns that emerge in monthly data are similar to those we have

seen before.  Figure 4 shows that the filter probabilities are quite similar when we replace (1) with (7) in

the specification of the Markov switching model; i.e., when we allow interest rates to affect output growth.

As in previous tables, policy tightening leads to lower output growth both in recessions and expansions.

When we test the symmetry hypothesis, it is strongly rejected; the p-value is less than .0001.  As in the

quarterly data, this is because the magnitude of the coefficients tends to be smaller in the expansion state.

In addition, the monthly data reveal a feature of short-term dynamics which is not visible in the

quarterly data.  In the expansion state, the coefficients for the first two months are both economically and

statistically small.  As in the quarterly data, the coefficients in the recession state are initially positive, but

they turn negative after two months.  This suggests that it may take about two months before higher interest

rates begin to bite.
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     In our data, the largest entry in the correlation matrix of the residuals was .17, so our results may19

not be very sensitive to the ordering of a Choleski orthogonalization.  (See, for example, Sims (1992).)

3.  VAR-based Measures of Monetary Policy Shocks

There are many reasons for believing that changes in the Fed Funds rate provide a good measure

of the stance of monetary policy, as we noted in the introduction.  Macroeconomists are naturally sensitive

to the potential identification problem, however.  Interest rates are not exogenous; they are affected by

shocks to supply and demand in capital markets and may be partly endogenous due to the monetary policy

reaction function.  Since Sims (1980), many macroeconomists have used innovations from VAR's to

address the identification issue.  As an alternative measure of monetary policy, we therefore estimate

several VAR's and use the innovations from these instead of changes in the Fed Funds rate.

We consider three different VAR-based measures of monetary policy.  In the first, we began by

estimating a VAR with industrial production, M1, the price index, and the Fed Funds rate using six lags of

each variable at monthly frequency.  A specification similar to that in Table 2 (namely equations (7), (2),

(4), and (5)) was then estimated with the innovations from the Fed Funds rate equation used as the X

variable in (7).  The results are reported in the first column of Table 5.

The residuals from the Fed Funds rate equation do not necessarily represent a pure monetary policy

shock, since they may be correlated with the residuals from the other equations.  A common way to deal

with this is to orthogonalize the residuals, but results can be sensitive to the way in which the

orthogonalization is done.   Bernanke (1986) and others have suggested using structural VAR's.  Under19

identifying assumptions described by Bernanke and Blinder (1992), the Choleski orthogonalized residuals
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     The identifying assumptions are that innovations in the Fed Funds rate are attributed solely to the20

Fed and that current values of output, money, and the price level do not enter the Fed's monetary
policy rule.  (An alternative identifying assumption would be that the Fed Funds rate does not affect
output within the period.)  In all the specifications in Table 5, we estimate the VAR at monthly
frequency (and sum the innovations over a given quarter) because these assumptions are more likely to
hold at monthly frequency.

     The hypothesis that all ß  equal zero can be rejected at the .0001 level in all specifications; the21
iq

same level holds for the expansion coefficients except in the second specification where the marginal
significance level is .002.

from a VAR (with the Fed Funds rate as the last equation) have a clear interpretation as monetary policy

shocks.   This is what we use as a measure of monetary policy in the specification reported in the second20

column of Table 5.

A variety of authors have noted that there is a "price puzzle" associated with some VAR's.  The

puzzle is that a contractionary monetary policy shock appears to lead to an increase in the price level.  The

puzzle disappears when the VAR conditions on supply shocks (i.e., by including commodity prices in the

VAR).  In our third specification, we therefore condition on commodity prices.

The main results are similar in all three specifications reported in Table 5.  A contractionary

monetary policy shock decreases output growth in both expansions and recessions.  In all the specifications

in Table 5, the results are statistically strong.   Once higher interest rates begin to bite, the effects are about21

two to three times greater during recessions than during expansions.

In addition to the results reported in Table 5, we also estimated comparable specifications using

the Hamilton (1991) algorithm and the NBER dates (as in Table 2 above) and obtained similar results.

Interestingly, the Markov switching model tends to fit the data considerably better than specifications based
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     For example, the likelihood ratio statistic for a comparison of the Hamilton (1989) specification22

and the NBER dates with the X variable as specified in the second column of Table 5 was 24.6.  While
this seems large, it is not clear whether it would be significant at conventional levels since there is not yet
an asymptotic distribution theory covering the case of a constrained filter.

on the NBER dates.22

4.  Do Interest Rates Affect the Probability of a State Switch?

In the heyday of activist macroeconomic policy, there was a belief in fine-tuning, which might be

defined as the ability to incrementally adjust choice variables through the use of policy instruments.  Much

of the evidence on the effectiveness of monetary policy (such as that provided by Freidman and Schwartz

(1963), the Volcker disinflation, or Romer and Romer (1989)) comes from episodes where there were

sharp policy changes, rather than small adjustments.  Models with an L-shaped aggregate supply curve,

finance constraints, or multiple equilibria all suggest potential non-linearities.  It may be the case that

monetary policy has little effect unless it is dramatic.  The type of question which motivates this section is:

do changes in interest rates have an incremental effect on the growth rate during an expansion or do they

only affect the economy if they are sufficiently strong to plunge the economy into a recession?

We begin by addressing a more modest type of question, namely:  given that the economy is

currently in an expansion, does a rise in interest rates increase the probability of a recession?  With an

appropriate extension, the Markov switching model is well suited to addressing this question, since it

provides an explicit estimate of the probability of going from an expansion to a recession.  From equations

(3) and (4), we can see that this probability is equal to p =1-p , which depends on the parameter ?  and10 11 0p

which we have so far constrained to be constant over time.  In this section, we relax the assumption that



11 ' P(St'1*St&1'1) '
exp(?0p%?1pZt&k% ?2pZt&m %?3pZt&s)

1% exp(?0p% ?1pZt&k%?2pZt&m % ?3pZt&

00 ' P(St'0*St&1'0) '
exp(?0q%?1qZt&k% ?2qZt&m %?3qZt&s)

1% exp(?0q% ?1qZt&k%?2qZt&m % ?3qZt&
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     Diebold, Lee, and Weinbach (1993) discuss the econometrics of variable transition probabilities.23

     In principle, changing the specification of the transition probabilities could alter the classification of24

periods into expansions and recessions.  In practice, we obtain business cycle dating which is similar to
that shown in Figure 1 with the specification reported below in Table 6.  The maximization algorithm for
the specification (1)-(3), (9)-(10) is described in detail in Filardo (1994), who uses a time-varying
transition probability model to study the effect of various business cycle leading indicators on the dating
of booms and recessions.

the transition probabilities are constant ; instead, we allow them to be functions of changes in interest rates,23

so that (4) and (5) are replaced with:

(9)

(10)

To isolate the effect of interest rate changes on transition probabilities from the more standard linear effect,

we constrain the linear effect to zero.  In other words, we estimate a specification using (1) rather than

(7).24

A.  Changes in the Fed Funds Rate

We begin by estimating the specification on monthly data using changes in the Fed Funds rate for

Z.  To keep the number of parameters manageable (and to reduce noise in month-to-month interest rate

changes), we let Z  represent the change in the Fed Funds rate from month -4 to -1, Z  the change fromt-k t-m

month -7 to -4, and Z  the change from month -10 to -7.  Results for this specification are presented int-s

Table 6.  The coefficients ?  reflect the change in the probability of remaining in an expansion associatedip

with an increase in interest rates.  The negative coefficients in Table 6 imply that an increase in interest rates
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     The monthly standard deviation of the Fed Funds rate is 64 basis points; the quarterly standard25

deviation is 146 basis points.  A plot of the Fed Funds rate over our sample period shows that there are
many episodes when the Fed Funds rate rises or falls for several successive quarters.

     The mean change in the Fed Funds rate over our sample period is 0.35 basis points (i.e., 0.003526

percentage points).

increases the probability of going from an expansion into a recession.  Similarly, the primarily positive ?iq

coefficients mean that a decrease in interest rates is associated with a higher probability of getting out of

a recession.

To give an idea of the magnitude of the effects implied by the ? coefficients, we consider the

following experiment.  Suppose the Fed were to increase the Fed Funds rate by 50 basis points in each

of three successive quarters; how would this affect the probability of going from an expansion to a

recession?   Evaluated at Z =0 for all i in (7), the probability of going from an expansion to a recession25
t-i

is .011 for the specification in Table 8.   (Recall that this is the probability of expansion ending in a given26

month; obviously the cumulative probability over several months will be larger.)  As Table 7 shows, the

experiment we have described is associated with an increase of slightly more than half in a probability of

going from an expansion to a recession; the probability increases from .011 to .018.

Table 7 allows us to address a longstanding question in macroeconomics:  are cuts in interest rates

during a recession like "pushing on a string"?  With no change in the Fed Funds rate, the probability of going

from a recession to an expansion is about .10.  Table 7 shows that successive reductions in the Fed Funds

rate of the sort we have described are associated with an increase of about two to three times in the

probability of going from a recession to an expansion; the probability increases from .10 to about .26.

There is frequently uncertainty about the current state of the economy, as witnessed by the debate
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     We have checked the robustness of our results to the choice of sample period and interest rate.  In27

both cases, the results are qualitatively similar.

     See, for example, Friedman and Kuttner (1992) and Stock and Watson (1989).28

     See, for example, Bernanke (1983), Bernanke and Gertler (1989), and Gertler, Hubbard, and29

Kashyap (1991).

in 1991-2 over whether the recovery had started or the economy was only partway through a double-dip

recession.  In such periods, it may be useful to know, without specifying the current state of the economy,

what effect do changes in interest rates have on the probability that a recession will occur?  Analytically,

this question is different because it depends on both p  and p .  The unconditional probability of being in00 11

a recession is about .10.  Successive increases in the Fed Funds rate in the experiment described above

increase this probability by a bit more than one-half.  Figure 5 illustrates the path through time of the

probability of a recession based on the estimated coefficients in Table 6.27

B.  Changes in the Paper-Bills Spread

The spread between commercial paper and T-bill rate has featured prominently in recent empirical

work on the link between real and financial variables.   Some of this research suggests that the spread is28

a useful predictor of aggregate output.  In addition, it has been suggested that the spread is a measure of

tight credit conditions, since when agency costs rise (or finance constraints bind), the gross expected return

on investment rises relative to the safe interest rate.29

Table 8 presents the specification in which we allow the transition probabilities to depend on the

spread.  The estimates of ?  imply that an increase in the spread increases the probability of moving fromip
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     The monthly standard deviation of the change in the spread over this period is 26 basis points. 30

The quarterly standard deviation is 50 basis points.

     The asymptotic t-statistics for ?  and ? , the coefficients which primarily determine this result, are31
1q 3q

2.7 and 2.2, respectively.  The results are robust to a change in the sample period.

     See, for example, Neftci (1984), Beaudry and Koop (1993), Cover (1992), Filardo (1994),32

Hamilton (1989), Huh (1993), and McQueen and Thorley (1993).

an expansion to a recession.  Without any change in the spread, the probability of going from an expansion

to a recession is .010.  If the spread increases by 25 basis points over three successive quarters, the

probability increases to about .037, as shown in Table 9.   The effects are even more dramatic if the30

economy starts in a recession.  Without any change in the spread, the probability of going from a recession

to an expansion is .12.  If the spread decreases by 25 basis points over three successive quarters, the

probability increases to .65.   31

5.  Conclusion

A growing body of empirical work has examined potential asymmetries between expansions and

recessions.   Our paper differs from much of this previous work in a crucial way.  Most of the work to32

date is univariate in the sense that it focuses on the time-series properties of a single macroeconomic

variable, such as output.  It can answer questions like whether there are statistically significant differences

in the growth rate of output between expansions and recessions or whether shocks are more persistent

during a recession than an expansion.  Many of the most interesting questions in macroeconomics, however,

are essentially multivariate, since they concern the effect of policy or other shocks on output.

 This paper examines whether policy shocks have an asymmetric effect on output growth.  We find
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strong evidence that monetary policy has larger effects during a recession than during an expansion.  This

is true both when we use changes in the Fed Funds rate as a measure of monetary policy and when we use

monetary policy innovations from a structural VAR.  We check whether the results are robust to changes

in the dating of business cycles, the choice of sample period, the frequency of the data, and the specification

of the econometric model.  Variations in these dimensions reinforce the main result:  there is an asymmetry

in the effects of monetary policy, with stronger effects during recessions than during expansions.

In addition to asymmetry, the Markov switching model allows us to look at whether economic

shocks have an incremental effect on output or only affect the economy by increasing the probability of a

state switch.  The results when we look at the spread between commercial paper and T-bill rates are

particularly interesting.  The effect of a change in the spread on the probability of going from an expansion

to a recession (or vice versa) is substantial.  For example, an increase in the spread of 50 basis points

decreases the probability of going from a recession to an expansion from .12 to less than .01.
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